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Rubbermaid Slim Jim Container With Venting Channels Beige 87Ltr DY111
Material: Polyethylene. Capacity: 87Ltr   View Product 

 Code : DY111

  
 45% OFF   Sale 

£130.00

£71.99 / exc vat
£86.39 / inc vat
 

Select Shipping Method

 - Next Working Day Delivery

 

Notes :
 - Please check door entry sizes before ordering.
 - Delivery is made to kerbside only.
 - Drivers do not unpack or position goods.
 - A 25% restocking charge will apply for all returned goods.

Designed for optimal versatility and practicality, the
beige 87 Litre Rubbermaid Slim Jim container is an
essential for any kitchen, workplace, high-volume
dining area or retail establishment.

Innovative venting channels create airflow throughout the
container, reducing the vacuum effect when removing bin
bags.

Size
Unit Height Width Depth

Mm 762 279 559

Cm 76.2 27.9 55.9

Inches
(approx)

29 10 22

 Vented channels allow for easier bin bag removal

 Durable and easy to clean construction

 Cinches secure bin bag around the rim of the

container and allow for knot-free bag changes

 Handles at the base and rim enable easy lifting and

emptying

 Strong reinforced rim resists crushing

 Robust rim handles prevent tearing when lifting and

moving

 Efficient size and shape to fit in tight spaces

 Pair with lids and stickers to create custom recycling

stations

Capacity : 87Ltr
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